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In the summer of 2012,‘The Voice of China’,appeared in Zhejiang TV，acquired
a lot of audiences ,amazing TV ratings and market share among the fierce competition
in New Media Era by its novel mode,quality content and All-Media-Marketing
Communications activities.
This thesis applys the 4C theory of Marketing to the successful performance of
‘The Voice of China’ in four aspects,such as has an insight into the needs of the
audiences,reduces audience costs,provides audiences with convenience and interacts
with the audiencesfrom the background of New Media Era. Then proposes the new
principlesof the Integrated Marketing Communication in New Media Era.They
are :insisting the concept of “the content is king”,precise communication under the
principle of consistency ,having a correct understanding of the new and old media and
paying attention on the communication with audiences.Then,this thesis builds a
Integrated Marketing Communication process model of the TV talent show in New
Media Era on the basis of analysis the domestic TV talent show’s concept ,type ,
characteristics, living environment, audients and constituent elements.Lastly,this
thesis outlooks the sustainable development of ‘The Voice of China’,it should persist
its original program purposes and positioning,balance social and economic benefits ,
and make every effort to expand the industrial chain and build the program brand.The
revelations of ‘The Voice of China’ to TV talent show are :TV talent show should
insist independent innovation and the concept of ‘content is king ’; should integrated
media and marketing tools and have a correct understanding that Integrated Marketing
Communication is a systematic , continuous deepening and improving process.
The innovations of this thesis are that it proposes the new principles of the
Integrated Marketing Communication in New Media Era and builds a Integrated
Marketing Communication process model of the TV talent show,they are also
applicable to other TV entertainment programs.However, the inadequacies of this















talent show’s audiences but not on its advertisers and producers.
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